Abstract-We describe the implementation of a streaming client-server system for object-based audio-visual presentations in general and MPEG-4 content in particular. The system augments the MPEG-4 demonstration software implementation (IM1) for PC's by adding network-based operation with full support for the Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework (DMIF) specification, a streaming PC-based server with DMIF support (via Xbind Inc.'s XDMIF suite), and multiplexing software. We describe XDMIF, the first reference implementation of the DMIF specification. The MPEG-4 server is designed for delivering object-based audio-visual presentation. We discuss the issues in the design and implementation of MPEG-4 servers. The system also implements a novel architecture for client-server interaction in object-based audio-visual presentations, using the mechanism of command routes and command descriptors. This new concept of command routes and command descriptors is useful in developing sophisticated interactive applications.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE and video encoding has been totally transformed with the advent of new coding and representation techniques [1] , [13] , [22] , [17] . These next-generation coding techniques have made possible encoding and representation of audio-visual scenes with semantically meaningful objects. This new paradigm of object-based representation of audio-visual scenes and presentations will change the way audio-visual applications are created.
MPEG-4 is specifying tools to encode individual objects, compose presentations with objects, store these object-based presentations, and access these presentations in a distributed manner over networks. The MPEG-4 Systems specification [10] defines an architecture and tools to create audio-visual scenes from individual objects. The scene description and synchronization tools are the core of the systems specification. The scene description is encoded separately and is treated as another elementary bitstream. This separation allows for providing different quality of service (QoS) for scene description, which has very low or no loss tolerance and media streams in the scene that are usually loss tolerant. The MPEG-4 scene description, also referred to as BIFS, is based on VRML Manuscript received October 1998; revised July 1999. This paper was recommended by Guest Editor A. Puri.
H. Kalva and specifies the spatio-temporal composition of scenes. BIFS update commands can be used to create scenes that evolve over time. This architecture allows creation of complex scenes with potentially hundreds of objects. This calls for a high rate of establishment and release of numerous short-term transport channels with the appropriate QoS. Traditional methods of signaling are not adequate to meet this demand because of the high overhead introduced. Furthermore, the applications should not depend on the underlying transport network. The Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework (DMIF) is a general application and transport delivery framework specified by MPEG-4 [9] . DMIF's main purpose is to hide the details of the transport network from the user, as well as to ensure signaling and transport interoperability between endsystems. In order to keep the user unaware of underlying transport details, MPEG-4 defined an interface between userlevel applications and DMIF called the DMIF application interface (DAI). The DAI provides the required functionality for realizing multimedia applications with QoS support. While DMIF makes transport independent application development possible, there is also a need to develop transport dependent mappings for MPEG-4 content to be able to use existing infrastructure and support applications that do not use DMIF. The IETF's audio/video transport (AVT) group is specifying payload formats and synchronization schemes for delivering MPEG-4 presentations using real-time transport (RTP) [5] . Since the existing infrastructure for digital TV uses MPEG-2 transport streams, to design MPEG-4 enhanced MPEG-2 content, techniques for the delivery of MPEG-4 over MPEG-2 transport are also being standardized [12] .
We have developed an MPEG-4 system consisting of a client and a server communicating over an IP network using DMIF. The client is based on the IM1 player developed by the MPEG-4 systems group. We augmented the IM1 player [19] by adding a DAI to communicate with the server using DMIF. The client establishes a session with the server using DMIF signaling. The content/presentation to be played is communicated to the server during session setup. The flexibility of MPEG-4 while allowing interactive and complex presentations makes the content creation process nontrivial. Unlike MPEG-2, the content creation process involves much more than multiplexing the media streams. Our experience with content creation has pointed out issues such as need for automation in the content creation process.
The MPEG-4 server, integrated with DMIF, delivers a requested presentation to the client. The presentations are stored in the form of sync layer (SL) packetized streams. These SL packets are time-stamped for a specific presentation and are not shared among presentations. We are working on a more efficient way of creating SL packets using the MPEG-4 file format. Creating SL headers just before delivery or restamping of packetized streams is necessary when elementary streams are manipulated, for example, stream control. The server uses the packet time stamps to time packet delivery so that receiver buffers neither under flow nor over flow.
The XDMIF implementation 1 we integrated is the first implementation of a DMIF compliant integrated system that supports different QoS requirements and the rapid creation of numerous transport channels and efficient allocation of network resources. The efficient allocation is partially based on the DMIF concept of a software-based channel multiplexer called FlexMux. The FlexMux entity is realized using the tools of the xbind broad-band kernel, a programmable platform offering connection management, routing, QoS mapping, and a choice of protocol stacks at connection setup time. XDMIF is the first reference implementation of the DMIF specification.
Even though MPEG-4 is meant for object-based interactive applications, the extent of interaction with objects is limited by the VRML interaction model that supports only local interaction and lacks important functionality such as content selection and stream control. While the DAI primitive to send user commands to the server has already been specified in DMIF, the syntax and semantics of the commands for user interaction are still being worked on. We are implementing the command descriptor framework that has been proposed to MPEG to complete the user interaction framework by supporting server interaction. Command descriptor framework is a flexible architecture that blends with BIFS and supports interaction with the server for functions such as content selection, stream control, and other application dependent scene interaction.
In this paper, we describe our MPEG-4 system and discuss the issues in the design and development of such objectbased audio-visual systems. We describe the system architecture in Section II. An MPEG-4 server is described in Section III, client architecture and issues are discussed in Section IV, DMIF implementation and architecture are discussed in Section V, and the command descriptor framework for application signaling is presented in Section VI. 1 [Online.] Available HTTP: http://www.xbind.com.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The MPEG-4 system developed is an end-to-end system consisting of an MPEG-4 server, the DMIF component for signaling and session management, an IP network, and an MPEG-4 client for media playback/rendering. Fig. 1 shows the components of the system. In this section, we describe the overall system operation. The individual components are described in detail in the subsequent sections.
This system differs from the traditional video on demand systems in the characteristics of the presentations delivered. Video on demand has mainly been about delivering MPEG-2 audio and video [4] , [6] , [15] . In the case of object-based presentations such as MPEG-4 presentations, the media data and the media composition data are transmitted to a client as separate streams, typically with different QoS requirements, in the same session. Furthermore, as the number of objects in a presentation can be quite large, the overhead required to manage the session is large. Interactivity makes this problem more complex, as the resources required for a session will now depend on the user behavior, especially when user interaction with objects changes the number of objects in the scene by either adding or deleting objects. The MPEG-4 server consists of an MPEG-4, a pump, an object scheduler, and a DMIF instance for IP networks. The server delivers SL packets to the DMIF layer, which multiplexes them in a FlexMux and transmits them to the client.
The complexity of the player (i.e., client) has grown as a result of the new features and functionality offered by MPEG-4. The player is now also responsible for composing a scene from individual objects in addition to decoding and displaying the objects. A player consists of three logical components: a DMIF instance, elementary stream decoders, and a compositor. The DMIF instance is responsible for managing data access from a network or a file. A player typically contains several decoders, each handling a specific elementary stream. Elementary streams are audio-visual streams as well as streams that describe the composition, rendering, and behavior of a presentation. Each object in a presentation is carried in a separate elementary stream. As MPEG-4 presentations can include media objects from several sources, potentially with different clock frequencies, there is additional burden on the client to track multiple clocks. This is typically done using soft phase-locked loops (PLL's). Because of this additional complexity, a player's performance depends on the complexity of the content. Intelligent resource management and usage is necessary to use the resources such as memory efficiently.
The capability to add and remove objects during presentations and interacting with objects differentiates objectbased audio-visual presentations from traditional audio-visual presentations. DMIF supports this addition and removal of objects in a session efficiently. DMIF also supports network independence by providing a network independent application programming interface (API) to the applications called DAI. DMIF is also responsible for providing the requested QoS for the applications. Typically, streams with the same QoS requirements are multiplexed into a single channel called FlexMux. These FlexMux packets are transported to the other end on the underlying transport network, where they are demultiplexed by the peer DMIF entity and passed on to the application. DMIF is also responsible for communicating the user interaction commands from command descriptors by means of DAI user command primitives. These commands are transmitted over the DMIF-to-DMIF signaling channel. Our system uses a DMIF instance for IP networks and has been tested over Ethernet and satellite. The media streams are transported using user datagram protocol (UDP) while signaling uses transmission control protocol (TCP).
A session is established before a server starts transmitting objects to a client. Session establishment is done by DMIF upon a request from the client. The MPEG-4 presentation to be delivered is selected by the client and communicated to the server as a part of the session establishment messages. MPEG-4 does not specify how a client selects a presentation. In our system, the client selects a presentation from a list of available presentations obtained by means of HTTP. The command descriptor architecture described in Section VI provides a way to perform content selection using MPEG-4 scene description tools. As the session establishment continues, the server sends the initial object descriptor to the client. This initial object descriptor contains pointers to the elementary streams that are part of the session. The client uses this information to request additional channels for the elementary streams. Each presentation contains at least two elementary streams: a scene description stream and an object descriptor stream. In addition to these two elementary streams, a presentation may include a clock reference stream, a command descriptor stream, an intellectual property management and protection (IPMP) descriptor stream, or an object content information (OCI) stream in addition to the media streams. Intermedia synchronization is achieved using decoding and composition time stamps contained in SL packets. All elementary streams received by the client are time-stamped. The time stamp indicates the time an access unit is processed by the client. Each of the system components is detailed in subsequent sections. Fig. 2 shows the components of the MPEG-4 server. The server delivers objects in a presentation as scheduled by the scheduler. The elementary streams, carrying media and 
III. MPEG-4 SERVER
A. Object Scheduler
Scheduling and multiplexing of audio-visual objects in a presentation is a complex problem. The problem of scheduling audio-visual objects is similar to that of scheduling airplanes at hubs, bin packing, processor scheduling, and job shop scheduling. Because of the different application domain, there are no solutions that can be directly applied to the problem of scheduling audio-visual objects and also scheduling in the presence of user interaction that might alter the presentation. Scheduling of audio-visual objects has been the subject of study in [16] and [20] . However, these systems do not solve the problem of scheduling of audio-visual objects under resource constraints satisfactorily.
An MPEG-4 server that is transmitting objects should make sure that access units arrive at the terminal before their decoding time. The resource constraints that affect the transmission of access units are the channel capacity and buffer capacity at the receiving terminal. This problem has similarities with variable-bit-rate (VBR) scheduling, where the goal is to maximize the number of streams supported by a server. The difference is that in VBR scheduling, discussed in [21] and references therein, the assumption is that the video data being handled are periodic (24 fps). In a general architecture such as MPEG-4, such an assumption is not valid, as the data could consist of only still images and associated audio. In such cases, the decoding times of individual access units have to be considered for efficient scheduling. Furthermore, the delay tolerances and relative priorities of objects in an audio-visual presentation can be used to schedule objects for delivery. To satisfy the problem constraints, objects of lower priority could be dropped. Even different object-instances of an object may be assigned different priorities (e.g., I-versus B-frame). These characteristics of the audio-visual objects can be used by the scheduler in delivering objects.
The scheduler is also useful during the content creation process to determine if the presentation being designed can be scheduled for specific channel rates and client buffer capacity. It may not be possible to find a solution for a given set of resources, i.e., presentation cannot be scheduled with given resources. In order to create a schedulable presentation, some constraints may be relaxed. In the case of scheduling objects, relaxing a constraint may involve increasing the buffer capacity, increasing the channel capacity, not scheduling some object instances, or removing some objects from a presentation. We are developing algorithms to determine the schedulability of a presentation during the content creation process.
It is also necessary to solve the problem on-line or in some cases computing incremental schedules. Computing a schedule in real time is necessary to support interactive applications. When a user event adds a new object to the presentation, the resulting schedule has to be computed in real time to determine if the event can be supported. A scheduler may also be used off-line to determine if an MPEG-4 presentation is suitable for a given channel and buffer capacities. In the current implementation, our scheduler uses an earliest deadline first (EDF) policy to schedule access units. EDF policy is optimal when buffer status at the terminal is not available.
B. MPEG-4 Pump
The MPEG-4 pump talks to a client via DMIF during session setup and delivers access units during the session. We are using a DMIF implementation called XDMIF in our system. In this section, we explain the session setup process using XDMIF.
To initiate a session, a client issues a DAI_Servic_Attach request to the server through XDMIF. The URL of the content that is to be played is passed to the server as a part of the DAI_Service_Attach message. The server responds by sending back the initial object descriptor (OD) of the content. The initial OD contains the list of OD's describing the elementary streams that are part of the session, and the client decodes the initial OD and requests the establishment of data channels. The server maintains a list of sessions established with clients and a list of channels for each session. Session and channel ID's are used to identify channels in signaling between clients and a server.
Upon service attachment, the server starts a new thread for the client. This thread is responsible for reading the SL packetized streams and transmitting access units to the client. MPEG-4 does not specify how a client receives the initial OD. In our system, it is done by including the initial OD in the response to DAI_Service_Attach request. When a client issues a DAI_Channel_Add request to receive an elementary stream, the DMIF layer at the server side, in conjunction with the pump, associates a channel number to the elementary stream and starts pumping the access units for that stream. Since a channel ID is just an arbitrary number assigned by XDMIF during channel establishment, the server also maintains a mapping between the channel ID's and ES ID's. This mapping allows the server to send a SL packet to the appropriate data channel through XDMIF to the client. The channel mapping is also useful to alter the data delivery on a particular channel in response to user interaction commands such as pause and resume.
Since the server uses a push model to send media data to the client, the data transfer should be properly paced to prevent buffer overflow or underflow at the client side. Buffer underflow will cause the interruption of media play. Overflow can cause data loss, which eventually cause impairments in the media played. We used send times derived by the scheduler based on the decoding time stamps in SL packets to pace the data transfer. Upon reading a packet from the file, the packet is either sent out immediately or held for an appropriate time period (i.e., the playing thread sleeps for a while) if the send time is later than the current time. The sleep time of the thread is determined by the difference of time stamps between the current packet and the previous one, subtracting the system time used for reading and transmission.
MPEG-4 does not specify how a client selects a presentation for playback. Currently, the only way that a client can request the content is to pass the URL of the content as the argument of DAI_Service_Attach function call. However, the DAI_Service_Attach is the first communication primitive between the client and the server. Therefore, the client has to have the knowledge of the available presentations on the server and select the content in advance. This is not a problem for local playback because a user can always access local disk and know what content files are available. In our system, clients establish a separate HTTP connection to access the content list maintained by the server. The server has to maintain the text file that contains the list and ensure the consistency of the list file and actual files available at the server side. More important, it is not flexible or interactive. We are currently implementing a content selection mechanism using the command descriptor approach described in Section VI.
Network delays and data loss could occur in the system if the content is not designed properly. A presentation created without the knowledge of target networks and clients could create long startup delays, and buffer overflows or underflows. This could cause distortion, hiccups in media playback, and problems with the synchronization of different media streams. Consider a presentation that starts with several still images and starts a video and an audio stream five seconds after the beginning of the presentation. Since the presentation starts with still images, a higher bandwidth is necessary at the beginning of the presentation to transmit the images in time. If enough capacity is not available, it may not be possible to deliver the images before the video start time causing loss of synchronization. Unlike MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, MPEG-4 presentations are not constant bit-rate presentations. The bit rate of a presentation may be highly variable depending on the objects used in the presentation. Furthermore, there is no notion of bit rate when images are used. These characteristics of MPEG-4 presentations make it difficult to design servers as well as content. A presentation may have to be recreated for different targets or servers have to be intelligent enough to scale a presentation for different networks/clients. Schedulers should be part of the content creation process to check the suitability of content for target networks and clients.
IV. MPEG-4 CLIENT
In order to achieve media synchronization when reconstructing the compressed audiovisual information, MPEG-4 defines a systems decoder model, which abstracts the behavior of the receiving terminal in terms of synchronization, buffer management, and timing for temporally accurate presentations of MPEG-4 scenes. These scenes, which are hierarchical groupings of media objects carrying syntactic or natural content, are composed using the scene description information coded in binary format for scenes (BIFS). The BIFS is augmented by the object descriptor framework. While the scene description declares the spatio-temporal relationship of the media objects, the object descriptors in the object descriptor framework identify the resources for the elementary streams that carry these media objects and associate the streams with the media objects by means of object descriptor ID's. Together, the systems decoder model, BIFS, and object descriptor framework form part of the basic building blocks for the architecture of the MPEG-4 client. In this section, we describe in brief one such existing architecture and then focus primarily on the discussion of issues related to the design of the client model. Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture for the implementation of an MPEG-4 client used in the streaming application. This implementation consists of the IM1 software [19] integrated with the XDMIF software. XDMIF provides signaling and transport functionality as well as an interface to the IM1 components. XDMIF is described in full detail in Section V. The IM1 software consists of several components, namely, the controller, the SL manager, and the compositor.
A. MPEG-4 Client Architecture
The controller manages the flow of control and data information and the creation of buffers and decoders, and attaches the transport channels established by the DMIF layer to the decoding buffers. The amount of buffer size to allocate for the decoding buffers is specified in decoder configuration descriptors.
The SL manager manages a set of transport channels for receiving BIFS, OD, and media streams by binding them to their respective decoding buffers. Also, it provides functionality for forwarding client requests, through the DAI, to the DMIF process and receiving both control and data information from the server. The compositor encompasses a set of other components for rendering MPEG-4 presentations/scenes and handling user events from the application.
First, the client application requests for a session establishment with the server and specifies the MPEG-4 presentation to be played. The SL manager forwards this request to the DMIF layer, which handles the establishment of the session. In the case of a successful session establishment, the server provides the initial OD information. This information is passed from the client DMIF, through a specific DAI primitive, to the SL manager. The initial OD is used for allocating BIFS, object descriptor, and command descriptor streams.
Then, the presentation controller, which as shown in Fig. 4 is a part of the compositor module, requests from the SL manager the establishment of transport channels for the reception of the associated media streams. The SL manager invokes the respective DAI command and forwards this request to the DMIF layer. Following, the DMIF establishes the transport channels, taking into account the QoS characteristics of the media streams.
After the creation of the transport channels, the client may start receiving the MPEG-4 data. The BIFS data units are decoded to form a scene graph, which is a hierarchical ordering of nodes that describe the media objects in a scene. The node attributes define the behavior and appearance of the objects, as well as their placement in space and time. The OD data units are decoded into a list of object descriptors used for associating the media streams (i.e., elementary streams) with the media objects and for configuring the system to receive media streams.
The decoded objects in an MPEG-4 presentation are composed and presented by the compositor. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of a compositor, which consists of the presentation controller, an event handler and media object renderers. The presentation controller oversees the task of event handling and media object rendering.
There are two kinds of media objects that can be rendered: those that require retrieval of elementary stream data in the composition buffer (media stream objects such as video, audio, image) and those that can be rendered without reference to any elementary streams (nonmedia stream objects such as text, geometrical shapes like circles, rectangles, etc.). During media rendering, the data for the media stream objects are fetched from the composition buffers at times specified by the composition time stamps. The node attributes for the media stream object provides information on the placement of the object within the scene. These are specified in BIFS coordinates and have to undergo coordinate mapping to derive corresponding screen coordinates to be passed to the image, video, or audio renderers. Nonmedia stream objects also rely on information from the scene graph for the objects to be rendered by the graphics renderer.
Interaction behavior is specified in the scene description information encoded in the BIFS stream. This information specifies the modification of attributes of scene objects according to certain user actions. User actions on media objects (such as mouse clicks, etc.) are passed to the presentation controller, which then traverses the scene graph to derive the nodes of these media objects for firing the appropriate event handlers to process these events.
V. DMIF
A. DMIF Overview
The emergence of MPEG-4-based as well as other distributed multimedia applications exhibiting significantly more stringent QoS requirements than the conventional dataoriented applications implies the need for transport protocols with different characteristics to coexist and be integrated within single applications. For the first time, application developers have to contend with the fact that a single protocol stack may perhaps be insufficient to meet all their needs. The same developers are also faced with the need of delivering their applications across multiple networks that use different transport and signaling technologies.
The solution to these problems lies in the definition of an application interface that hides all the transport details yet at the same time allows the user to express the needed QoS requirements in a simple manner. It is the role of the underlying system to map these QoS requirements into a suitable transport protocol stack and to provide an easy way of integrating new transport protocols without the need for modifying existing applications. The combination of a functional interface and a powerful underlying system eliminates the possibility of software investment's being outdated because of new signaling and transport mechanisms.
In order to keep the user unaware of underlying transport details MPEG-4 defined an interface between user level applications and the underlying transport protocol called the DMIF application interface. The DAI provides the required functionality for realizing multimedia applications with QoS support. DMIF is a general application and transport delivery framework. Specified by MPEG-4 [9], DMIF's main purpose is to hide the details of the transport network from the user, as well as to ensure signaling and transport interoperability between end-systems. Moreover, DMIF is expected to support the dynamic creation of transport channels with minimum signaling load and to utilize preallocated network resources in an efficient way.
Through the DAI, the user may request service sessions and transport channels without concerns about the selected communication protocol. Furthermore, the DAI shields legacy applications from new delivery technologies since it is the responsibility of the underlying DMIF system to adapt to these new transport mechanisms.
DMIF also specifies an informative DMIF network interface (DNI) [9] . This interface highlights the actions that DMIF shall trigger with respect to the network, and the parameters that DMIF peers need to exchange across the network. The actions and parameters of DNI embody the semantics for DMIF signaling (DS) messages. DS messages define a default session signaling protocol. DNI can also be mapped/piggy-backed on the existing signaling infrastructures.
Following, we describe the DMIF implementation used in our MPEG-4 system. This DMIF implementation is an ISO/IEC 14 496-6 [9] compliant integrated system that supports different QoS requirements and the rapid creation of numerous transport channels and efficient allocation of network resources. The efficient allocation is partially based on the DMIF concept of a software-based channel multiplexer called FlexMux. The FlexMux entity is realized using the tools of the xbind broad-band kernel [18] a programmable platform offering connection management, routing, QoS mapping, and a choice of protocol stacks at connection setup time. The implementation of the DMIF layer using xbind is referred to as XDMIF and represents the first reference implementation of the DMIF specification.
B. The Model and Architecture of XDMIF
In this section, we present the system architecture of XD-MIF, the first realization of DMIF. The architecture is based on the DMIF computational model that is described in the next section. The system architecture of XDMIF is discussed in Section V-B3.
1) The DMIF Computation Model: The DMIF computation model is shown in Fig. 5 [9] . Two applications on the originating site request the establishment of sessions with two target applications. Two key sets of interfaces are identified. The first, the DAI, provides an interface between the application and the transport system. The second, the DNI, is a semantic interface for the DMIF control plane that specifies the signaling messages and the parameters that DMIF peers need to exchange across the network in order to establish transport channels. An end-to-end signaling communication path is established for the transfer of DNI messages. Fig. 5 provides a high-level view of a service activation and of the beginning of data exchange.
1) The originating application requests the activation of a service from its local DMIF layer by specifying the peer address and the name of the service managed by the remote peer. At this point, a service session between the originating application and its local DMIF layer is created in the control plane. The service session is characterized by a unique service session identifier that the application will refer to in subsequent interactions. The service session allows the setup of the MPEG-4 application (e.g., selection of decoder and decoding parameters). The decoder setup information is exchanged between the local and remote application through the DMIF layer by piggy-backing application-to-application information in all DMIF signalling messages and by providing an opaque data structure as a parameter in most primitives of the DMIF application interface. 2) Through the DNI, the originating DMIF contacts the target DMIF peer and creates a network session between them. In DMIF, a network session is an association between two DMIF peers providing the capability to group together the resources needed for an instance of a service. All resources belonging to the same network session constitute the scope of the session. During the establishment of the network session, data needed for setting up the MPEG-4 application are exchanged. The information returned by the peer application is kept in the DMIF layer for future use (e.g., when a new service request is made, the DMIF layer immediately responds to the request without going through a new network session establishment phase). Network sessions have network-wide significance, whereas service sessions have local meaning. The association between these sessions is maintained in the DMIF layer.
3) The target DMIF peer identifies the target application and forwards the service activation request. As in step 1), a service session between the target application and its local DMIF layer is established in the control plane. 4) In the context of a particular service session, the peer applications request the creation of transport channels for the transfer of MPEG-4 streams. In Fig. 5 , the signaling message flow for the transport channels establishment is through the 1, 2, and 3 communication paths, while the transport channels are indicated by number 4. The established channels will carry, in the user plane, the actual information exchanged by the applications. Each transport channel belongs to the network session previously established. The DMIF model provides unprecedented flexibility in terms of the number of transport channels, their bandwidth, and QoS requirements. Such transport channels might be established across different networks based on different networking technologies. In short, DMIF makes the networking technology transparent to the application.
2) XDMIF System Architecture: Fig. 6 depicts the systems architecture of XDMIF and illustrates some of the interactions and components involved during the creation of a multimedia service. The architecture closely follows the DMIF computation model depicted in Fig. 5 . The system architecture consists of a signaling and a transport component. These entities or components support the function calls of the DAI. The CPlane component might interact with a resource manager that establishes connections and allocates network resources for transport and/or signaling channels. In the case of connectionoriented networks, the latter role is played by a connection manager (CM). Fig. 6 also depicts the FlexMux and TransMux components of the U-Plane.
The user plane DMIF layer is divided into flexible multiplexing (FlexMux) and transport multiplexing (TransMux) sublayers. The FlexMux entity models a multiplexing layer, which allows grouping of ES's with similar QoS requirements, while the TransMux layer models the protocol stack that offers transport services matching the requested QoS.
The FlexMux represents a multiplexing layer that provides interleaving of one or more SL-packetized streams belonging to different ES's with similar QoS requirements. Each SL packet is mapped into a specific FlexMux channel and is provided to the FlexMux layer through the DAI. The FlexMux layer encapsulates one or more SL packet(s) into one FlexMux-PDU. The sequence of FlexMux-PDU's interleaved into one stream is called the FlexMux stream. The FlexMux demultiplexer retrieves SPS's from the FlexMux streams and through the DAI invocations provides them to the application.
The FlexMux layer does not provide a reliable error detection or framing of its streams. This functionality is provided via the underlying TransMux layer. The generic term TransMux layer is used to abstract any transport protocol stack that is suitable to transport MPEG-4 data streams and fulfill the end-to-end QoS requirements. The selected transport stack should provide appropriate framing of FlexMux streams, error detection, and, if possible, delivery of corrupted data along with an error indication.
The realization of DMIF shown in Fig. 6 is within the framework of the xbind broad-band kernel. The architecture allows for the dynamic creation of protocol stacks by binding transport components at run time [7] . It further allows multiple implementations of a protocol stack layer to coexist within a single application and for new capabilities to be added without having to modify any of the existing architectural components.
The xbind broad-band kernel is an open programmable networking platform for creating, deploying, and managing sophisticated next-generation multimedia services. It is conceptually based on the XRM-a reference model for multimedia networks (see [18] for details). The term "broad-band kernel" is deliberately used to draw analogy to the operating systemlike functionality that the system must support, namely, one of a resource allocator and an extended machine.
In the next two sections, we will describe the two key components of the XDMIF architecture. We will start in Section V-C with a detailed presentation of the implementation of the C-Plane of XDMIF. This will be followed in Section V-D with a brief presentation of the functionality of the architectural components of the U-Plane.
C. Realizing the XDMIF C-Plane
The programming model of the DMIF layer is object oriented. Each network session between DMIF peers is handled by a network session object identified with a unique end-to-end network session identifier ns id As shown in Fig. 5 , more than one service session may be supported within the same network session. Each service session is modeled by an object. Service session objects are identified by a unique service id Within a service session, transport channels with specific QoS characteristics are represented. Each transport channel is handled by a TMux object. TMux objects are identified with a unique TransMux association tag (TAT).
According to the DMIF FlexMux concept, data originating from different ES's may be multiplexed into the same transport channel. Therefore, a TMux object may contain information about multiple FMux channels. Each one of them is handled by a FMux object and distinguished by a unique channel association tag (CAT). Within a network session each TMux object is retrieved by the ns id service id, TAT triplet, while each FMux object is retrieved by the ns id, service id, TAT, CAT quadruplet.
The role of the DAI is to hide the transport details from the application by allowing the user to specify the QoS requirements for the transported streams and translating the user requests, across the DAI, into respective DNI signaling messages. The DAI is comprised of the following classes of primitives:
• service primitives, which deal with the control plane, and allow the management of service sessions (attach and detach);
• channel primitives, which deal with the control plane, and allow the management of transport channels (add and delete); • data primitives, which deal with the user plane, and serve the purpose of transferring data through channels. The implementation of the DMIF C-Plane is object oriented. Each of its key elements is implemented as a C class. At run time, the elements' interface provides functions for controlling and updating the state of the referred element instance. For example, each instance of a transport channel keeps information regarding the channel, e.g., QoS, allocated bandwidth and the destination address.
For the communication between an application and the DMIF C-Plane two abstract C classes are provided [8] . The first class is used for communicating between the application and the DMIF layer and implements the DAI primitives with a _Req and _Rsp extension. The second class is used for communicating between the DMIF layer and the application and implements the DAI primitives with a _Ind and _Cnf extension.
The XDMIF C-Plane is implemented as a 32-bit library by using the Microsoft VisualC compiler (version 5.0) and runs under the Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 operating system. The reader might find it instructive to download a demonstration version of the software. 
D. Realizing the XDMIF U-Plane
A wide variety of different protocol stacks (e.g., UDP/IP, AAL5/ATM, RTP/UDP/IP, H.223/PSTN, etc.) should be mapped into FlexMux and TransMux layers. How can all these layers or modes of communications be supported in a transparent way to the applications? How will the QoS requirements be provided? What is the complexity of the implementation? The answer lies in using the programmable transport architecture of the xbind broad-band kernel [7] . Fig. 7 shows the programmable component of the transport architecture of XDMIF. The architecture consists of a protocol stack builder (PSB) and a set of consumer/producers modeling the FlexMux and TransMux components shown in Fig. 7 .
The consumers/producers in Fig. 7 are separately represented by their transport abstraction, called an engine, and their control and management abstractions, called front ends. The consumer/producer engines (CPG's) are responsible for data processing (including protocol implementation), buffering, and multiplexing. CPG's are located in the data path of the multimedia transport channel and are the actual hardware and software components that process and transport the data. Examples of consumer/producers are the NetP engine (e.g., IP, ATM, etc.) and NetP; the TP engine (e.g., TCP, RTP, etc.) and TP; and the MuxP engine (e.g. FlexMux) and MuxP. By directly acting on the latter abstractions, the PSB controls the generation, consumption, and processing of streams without being located in the data path [7] , [8] .
As shown in Fig. 7 , the FlexMux functionality is provided by the XDMIF MuxP component while the TransMux layer corresponds to both TP and NetP components. Each transport channel is represented by a TMux object identified with a unique TransMux association tag. The transport channel is controlled by the TP and NetP XDMIF components. The FMux objects are controlled by the MuxP XDMIF component.
The protocol stack is modeled in an object-oriented manner. The protocol stack builder is responsible for the construction of the protocol stack by binding MuxP, TP, and NetP together. It is aware of a variety of transport components supported on the end systems and the order in which they have to be bound to create a useful protocol stack. The PSB performs the dynamic binding of the components at run time and creates a suitable transport protocol stack according to application QoS requirements.
The PSB dynamically creates a variety of protocol stacks on a per call basis that are tailored to the special needs of the application. This differs significantly from the traditional transport architecture that assumes preinstalled transport protocol stacks that cannot be customized. Fig. 8 shows the DMIF message flow between client and sever in our MPEG-4 system. This flow includes the primitives across the DAI as well as the corresponding DS messages through the DNI. First, the client application requests the establishment of a service session by calling the DAI_Service_Attach_Req() function and passing as parameter the DMIF-URL address of the peer entity. If there is no active network session with the peer, a signaling channel is established. For the purposes of this application, the signaling channel is a TCP channel and carries exclusively the DS messages. This channel also represents the network session between the DMIF peers. The DAI_Service_Attach_Cnf() indicates the end of this phase and passes to the application the service session identifier [ss_id] that identifies the session in the application level.
E. DMIF Message Flow
Second, the client checks the received ES descriptors and asks for the establishment of transport connections for the delivery of desired media streams. In our MPEG-4 system, one TransMux channel is adequate to convey the media streams. Then, the client calls the DAI_User_Command_Req() function to notify the server that it may start sending data in the indicated channel. The server through the DAI_Send_Data() function starts transmitting the media streams, while the client DMIF process through the DAI_Received_Data() function forwards them to the application. The same sequence is repeated for all the established channels, and the received MPEG-4 streams are presented on the screen.
VI. APPLICATION SIGNALING AND USER INTERACTION
Interactivity in the case of video-on-demand systems mainly meant supporting VCR functionality in the system. There has been some work on supporting this functionality. DSM-CC and RTSP are designed to support stream control in audio and video delivery over networks. With object-based video, interactivity means different things depending on the application and the media types involved. Object-based representation of audio-visual objects and scenes lends itself to the design of more sophisticated user interaction with scenes and objects in the scenes. The user-interaction mechanisms developed for video on demand are not sufficient to support user interaction in object-based audio-visual applications, as they were primarily designed to support stream control. In this section, we present an architecture that supports user interaction in MPEG-4 systems. This architecture, called command descriptor architecture, integrates well with the MPEG-4 scene description framework and supports fully interactive applications.
A. MPEG-4 User Interaction Model
Interaction with objects in an MPEG-4 presentation is supported by the VRML interaction model. An application's response to user interaction is determined by the content creator. Clicking on an object might cause the object to move in one application and hide the object in another application. The interaction behavior of objects cannot be standardized, but a VRML model assures consistent interaction behavior across clients and implementations. However, with a VRML interaction model, all interaction is local to the client. This severely limits the interactivity in the system. The ability to interact with a server is necessary in many applications. For simple functions such as stream control, RTSP or DSM-CC user commands may be sufficient. In an object-based system like MPEG-4, interactivity is more than stream control and is very much application dependent. Since defining an exhaustive list of user interaction messages and system's responses is impossible, a generalized model that supports complete application-dependent interactivity is necessary. The command descriptor framework, currently in MPEG-4 Systems version 2 VM, has all the features to support server interaction in MPEG-4 systems. 
B. Command Descriptor Framework
The command descriptor framework provides a means to associate commands with media nodes in a scene graph. When a user interacts with the media nodes, the associated commands are processed. The actual interaction itself is specified by the content creator and may be a mouse click or mouse-over or some other form of interaction. The command descriptor framework consists of three elements: a command descriptor, a command ROUTE, and a command. A command descriptor, as the name implies, describes a user interaction command. Command descriptors are attached to media nodes via command ROUTE's. When a user interacts with a node, the associated command descriptors are processed. The processing simply consists of passing the command back to the server over a user command channel, or it may also involve modifying the command parameters before sending the command to the server. More than one command descriptor may be attached to a node, and in that case they are all processed when a user interacts with that node. Fig. 9 shows an example with command descriptors attached to media nodes. Two nodes may share a command descriptor if the interaction with the two objects results in identical behavior. Command descriptors are transmitted to the client in a separate elementary stream called command descriptor stream. The command routes are similar to the ROUTE's used in scene description but point to a command descriptor. The command routes are included in the scene graph description and are transmitted in the scene description stream. This separation between commands and command association allows us to modify command syntax without editing a scene graph. Fig. 10 shows the elementary streams involved in a system supporting server interaction.
The command descriptors contain a command that determines the interaction behavior of the associated node. Command descriptors can be updated using command descriptor updates, allowing a node to support different interaction behavior at different times depending on the command in the command descriptor. The commands are transmitted to the server using the DAI user command primitives supported by DMIF.
Even though the command descriptor framework is generic and supports application-specific user interaction, we need a few standard commands to support consistent application behavior across applications and servers especially for common commands such as stream control. We specify a set of common commands, e.g., stream control commands [14] , while the content creator specifies application-specific behavior. A server should be aware of these application-specific commands in order to process them. Fig. 11 shows the syntax of a command descriptor. Command descriptor ID uniquely identifies a command descriptor in a presentation. The command ID indicates the semantics of the command. This simple structure along with command routes in the scene description can be used to support complete application specific interactivity. For example, this can be used to support content selection by specifying the presentation in command parameters, and the command ID indicates that the command is the content selection command. One way to implement this is to create an initial scene with several images and text that describes a presentation associated with an image. Associated with each image and the corresponding text is a content selection descriptor. When a user clicks on an image, the client transmits the command containing the selected presentation, and the server starts a new presentation. We have implemented the command descriptor support in our system. Initially, only simple commands such as stream control commands and content selection commands are supported. More complex functionality such as electronic commerce and on-line shopping shall be implemented in the next phase.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described our MPEG-4 client server system with server interaction support. Delivering object-based audio-visual presentations is far more complex than traditional video on demand. We discussed several issues related to content creation, scheduling, delivery, and playback. MPEG-4 needs sophisticated content creation tools to create deliverable presentations. We also described the command descriptor framework that complements the VRML interaction model used by MPEG-4 to support server interaction in MPEG-4 systems. The implementation experiences are critical in developing the systems and improving the technology behind the MPEG-4 standards. He has been working in the area of audio-visual communications for the last six years. He was involved in the design and development of Columbia's video-on-demand test bed. He was a member of the Digital Audio Visual Council (DAVIC). He coordinated and chaired the first DAVIC interoperability tests among individually developed video-on-demand systems. He is a member of MPEG, participating in the MPEG-4 Systems group. His current research interests include object-based audio-visual scheduling and multiplexing, applications of MPEG-4 technology, and universal multimedia access.
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